Modeling and computational analysis of 3D radiative stagnation point flow of Darcy-Forchheimer subject to suction/injection.
This manuscript elaborates the three-dimensional radiated Darcy-Forchheimer viscous liquid flow subject to permeable stretched surface. The stretched surface is nonlinear and saturated via Darcy-Forchheimer medium. Energy expression is derived through implementation of first of thermodynamics and discussed subject to convective condition and nonlinear heat flux. Mixed convection is also considered. The governing systems of nonlinear equations are tackled numerically by Shooting method. Graphical results are depicted and examined with different values of non-dimensional parameters for velocity and energy equations respectively. Drag force and Nusselt number are computationally computed and analyzed through Tables. It is concluded from the derived outcomes that both component of velocity decay against higher values of local inertia coefficient and inverse Darcy number variables. For suction case both velocities increases while opposite trend is observed for injection case. Temperature profile has an increasing impact for higher values of Radiation, and Biot number while opposite result is seen for injection. Drag force or skin friction declines via larger injection variable. Nusselt number increases for radiation variable.